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Our Purpose 

 

M16 Artspace provides the infrastructure, spaces and expert support to stimulate inspired art 
making, art seeing and art thinking. 

 

Our Vision 

 

To create welcoming, vibrant and transformative arts spaces that inspire a lifelong love and a 
life changing passion for art making, art seeing and art thinking. 

 

Our Values 

We value and support: 

• exciting, inspiring and engaging art and art experiences that transform lives 

• artists, offering them affordable spaces, backup and expertise to exhibit professionally 

• diverse community access to and engagement with the arts 

• creative partnerships celebrating the vibrant arts presence of our community and region 

• organisational excellence, vitality, renewal sustained by sound financial practices. 
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Our Principles  

Our principles reflect and enable the implementation of our values. 

 

Principle 1: Promoting access to and engagement with the 
arts 
M16 is an arts gateway for the Canberra community and the community is entitled and actively 
welcomed to share the resource, which is M16Artspace. Its five resident arts organisations 
provide access to the arts for all ages and abilities. M16 has 42,000 people a year accessing the 
arts through its resident arts organisations, the M16 exhibition program and our artists’ 
studios. 28 artists studios accommodate 31 artists and deliver 24-hour access each day of the 
year.  The three galleries provide exhibition opportunities for approximately 250 artists per 
year. Our M16 resident arts organisations evidence opportunities for participation in and 
access to the arts in the ACT, demonstrating a high demand for their programs.    

The Canberra Art Workshop (CAW) at M16 Artspace has a long-standing reputation within the 
ACT for providing practical and affordable opportunities to the community to engage directly 
with diverse visual arts practices.  Day and evening workgroups are held in an extensive range 
of genres, especially life drawing and portraiture, and in all mediums, including print, pastel, 
and painting. CAW is open to all ages and skills levels and holds events and exhibitions aimed 
at encouraging its members to develop their arts practice. 

The Artists Society of Canberra Inc (ASOC) is a not-for-profit association operated by 
volunteers. ASOC was founded in 1927 by the architects, draughts people and surveyors of the 
ACT. As a community organisation with around 250 members, ASOC’s role is to encourage 
practice in and appreciation of the visual arts such as painting, drawing, associated processes, 
and sculpture. ASOC arranges lectures, demonstrations, tutorials, workshops and other 
learning experiences for its members. This includes at least two annual exhibitions: an open art 
competition in April in partnership with Icon Water and ACT Catchment Groups and a 
competition and exhibition for members in Spring. In addition it holds a weeklong Summer 
School (Art Experience) for about 100 participants each January. 

Hands On Studio (HOS), run by Catholic Care, is a creative and inclusive art space, which 
delivers access to a quality arts education and quality arts experiences for people with physical 
or intellectual impairments.  One of the studio’s objectives is to provide these artists with as 
many opportunities as possible to exhibit in mainstream gallery spaces and to participate in 
the life of M16 as equal partners. 

Studio MAP (MAP) is a community access artist initiative that provides art classes specifically 
designed for children and teens. Established in 1995 by one of our artists Jeffree Skewes, 
studio MAP has now been based at M16 Artspace since 2007.  It provides art tuition in painting 
and drawing to students who attend after school and on the weekends.  

The Watercolour Group offers classes in watercolour, mixed water media and collage for 
beginners to advanced levels.  Tutor Lesley Wallington has an in depth knowledge of her 
medium and extensive experience teaching all age groups and levels. She combines theory and 
technical advice with straightforward practical instruction and has the ability to direct a class 
while encouraging the unique style of individual students. Nature Art Lab has joined M16 in 
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2017 and now incorporates the Watercolour Group. 

M16 harnesses Canberra's community curiosity about art. We offer diverse arts experiences 
that support Canberra's growth as a vibrant, creative and enviable place to live. We deliver 
unmatched access to the visual arts, engaging students, artists, arts workers, art collectors 
and the wider public alike. 

 

Principle 2: Supporting great art, artists and art making 
 
Incorporated in 1985, M16 began its existence as a community driven, not for profit, artist run 
initiative. In keeping with its original aims and proud history, M16 provides studios, workshops 
and exhibition spaces for emerging, mid career and senior artists as well as diverse arts based 
community groups.  

As a dynamic, professional arts centre housing 28 artists’ studios, five community arts 
organisations and three gallery spaces, we have a tradition of supporting art, artists and the 
wider community. We provide access to art making, opportunities for art viewing and 
increasingly, art thinking. We also support local, national and international artists to develop 
and realise new Australian work.  

Our annual program includes a three-week turnaround of exhibitions underpinned by a range 
of community engagement or public programs. We directly impact on our community, 
introducing them to the art and the artists who show in our well-attended exhibition program.   

The high participation rates of attendance at our community arts organisation programs 
demonstrate excellence of arts access. As well, the individual artist studios create informal 
mentoring and networking opportunities.  These support and open up career development 
options in the creative industries for our emerging, mid career and established artists. It is not 
surprising that we are often at the forefront of emerging art forms and challenging new ideas. 

M16 conducts a competitive selection process for inclusion in its exhibition program and 
selects exhibitors based on merit. A 30% increase in applications in the last year indicates 
M16’s growing reputation as a desirable exhibition venue.  Two years of record artwork sales 
in 2016 and 2017 are strong performance indicators, which recognise the high quality and 
increasingly high reputation of both artists and artworks shown at M16.   

In selecting exhibitors and tenants, M16 looks for a diversity of artists and genres.  We actively 
search for artists who demonstrate innovation and originality in their practice and we support 
the professional development of both artists and their art making. We offer opportunities for 
Canberra artists at various stages across the career development spectrum and promote 
Canberra through both our studio artists and exhibiting artists.  Some show their work 
nationally and overseas as well as regionally. In 2017 M16 artists participated in 48 ACT 
exhibitions, 13 interstate and one exhibited internationally as well as participating in two 
international residencies.  

Thirty years down the track, our longevity speaks to our reputation and integrity and 
capacity to support artists and their practice.  M16 continues to attract high calibre 
interstate and overseas exhibitors, maintains a respected reputation; enjoys a high media 
and social media profile and excellent attendance records.  
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Principle 3: Contributing to the vitality of Canberra and the  
Region's arts ecology 
 

M16 plays a vital role in the Canberra Region arts ecology through the energy and contribution 
of its studio artists, exhibiting artists, arts organisations, arts workers and art audiences.  We 
like the challenge of partnering and understand the value of cooperation, particularly in a town 
the size of Canberra.  Increasingly, we are engaging in accessible public programs. 

Running on weeknights over a 4-week span in winter and despite the Canberra cold, we aimed 
for a modest attendance of 20 people per session but we exceeded all expectations. At more 
than 80 attending per night, we not only invested in more chairs and AV equipment, but 
proved that Canberra has an appetite for learning about and an interest in buying and 
collecting art.   

Equally important was the high calibre of speakers with whom we partnered, including the 
Head of Australian Art at the NGA, Dr Deborah Hart, Dr Terence Malloon from the Drill Hall 
Gallery, Wally Caruana who has written the definitive text on Australian Indigenous Art and a 
host of influential gallery owners and collectors.  This was followed up with private tours of the 
Nishi public art collection and a prominent private art collection.   

This initiative proved so successful that it has now been emulated by Frieze Art Fair, London 
and closer to home in Canberra through a local continuing education initiative. We take this as 
a compliment.  In 2019 and 2020, M16 will build on the success of the Confident Collectors’ 
Series, which was attended by over 320 participants who were privileged to take in 
presentations from Canberra’s best known collectors, gallerists, curators and academics.  

Our third annual fundraising dinner was held at the Burbury roof top with Guest Speaker Nick 
Mitzivich, Director of the NGA and was a great success raising $ 6500 for the organization.  

Despite our inventiveness and creativity in diversifying our revenue streams, ACT government 
support of M16’s gallery program makes the gallery program viable and ensures its ongoing 
sustainability. In tandem with this, cooperation and partnering is critical to success and we 
recognise the importance of networking and creating partnerships that strengthen the ACT 
arts sector as a whole.  Accordingly, we continue our collaborative tradition. 

In 2018 M16 continued its initiative of bringing together arts organisations with Inner South 
Arts Organisations we produced the inner south arts trail flyer. Interstate visitors to the capital 
are increasingly aware of M16 and its role in Canberra’s vital arts ecology, thanks in part to 
these partnerships.  

 

All of our studio artists and community arts organisations are Canberra based. In supporting 
M16 Artspace the ACT government supports Canberran arts practitioners from all age 
groups. This aligns strongly with the ACT Arts Fund priority of supporting Canberra based 
arts practice.  Our many interstate visitors are impressed by the studios, galleries and 
community art workshop spaces, the quality exhibition program and the high level of 
innovation in the work being produced at M16. This in turn promotes Canberra's vibrant art 
ecology. 
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Principle 4: Engaging with community diversity inclusive of 
the unique role of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander arts 
and  
cultures 
 

M16 has a strongly held position on community inclusion and diversity underpinned by the 
values of fairness and equitable resource sharing. For us it is a defining organisational principle 
across all our activities and practices, whether it be management and Board composition, 
engagement with arts practitioners or exhibition balance.  Our activities are predicated on 
delivering on fairness and providing opportunities for artists across genres, genders, races, 
spiritualities, languages, abilities, and thereby cultures in all their complexity.  Diversity covers 
the broadest range of different aesthetic practices and traditions affecting the unique nature 
of individual arts practices and understandings.  

We recognise the preeminent and unique role held by Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
cultures (Indigenous Australians) in our Australian multicultural society. Moreover that 
uniqueness is recognised internationally with the acknowledgement of Australian Aboriginal 
peoples as the world's oldest extant (living) population.  We are proud that Aboriginal art is 
internationally acknowledged as the last great art movement of the 20th century, on a par with 
Impressionism and Abstraction.  

M16Artspace support the artsACT principle of engaging with Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander cultures and as a bare minimum we currently acknowledge the traditional owners of 
the land at our opening nights throughout the year.  However as this can descend to the 
formulaic, we consciously attempt to deepen the nature of that acknowledgement beyond 
tokenism by drawing parallels as they relate to exhibitions being opened on the night, without 
forcing connections. 

Most importantly we are keenly aware of the need to build solid relationships before engaging 
in partnerships and have been consciously forging those relationships over the past 12 months. 
As part of the Confident Collectors series, which ran in 2016, Wally Caruana introduced 
participants to the history of collecting Aboriginal Art. There was a high level of interest and 
this will be followed up by a session in the next series on "reading" or beginning to understand 
Aboriginal art.   

There is now considerable good will to consider options and collaborations and we are taking a 
long-term position on this, with a specific partnership in the planning (the Gatherings project) 
with a projected 2019 start date.  In the meantime, we currently encourage open call outs for 
our exhibition program. 
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Some of the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Community Organisations and artists which 
we have or are intend to approach with a view to collaboration include:  

Burrunju Aboriginal Corporation 

Yurauna Centre CIT  

Kemarre Arts- Indigenous Women’s Group and  

Tidbinbilla/Namadgi, Senior Indigenous Ranger. 

 

M16Artspace is committed to actively exploring and implementing partnership options in the 
arts with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Community artists and organisations. We also 
note the terminology and linguistic sensitivities in dealing with this area in an inclusive and 
respectful way. 

 

 

Our Goals 

 

▪Have state of the art facilities, which are well maintained and used optimally. 

▪Be underpinned by sound organisational and management processes. 

▪Be a dynamic and supportive environment for artists. 

▪Be nationally recognised for delivering innovative, interdisciplinary visual art exhibitions 
of high quality 

▪Be welcoming, accessible and engaging to diverse audiences. 

▪Have diversified income streams to ensure long-term financial viability. 
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Executive Summary 

 

M16 Artspace houses 27 studios, three galleries and five workshop spaces. We deliver an 
exciting exhibition program characterised by diversity, quality, and professionalism. As one of 
Canberra’s foremost independent contemporary art spaces, we offer a forum for new work by 
established, midcareer and emerging artists in both solo and group exhibitions. We host a 
diverse range of related activities and performances and are committed to ensuring the visual 
arts are accessible and engaging. 

M16 is unique among other arts organisations in supporting a broad sector of the community 
with our professional infrastructure and expertise. We are centrally located within Canberra’s 
Inner South Arts Hub and this makes us geographically accessible. We are well placed to 
explore and build innovative arts partnerships, bringing together key arts and community 
facilities from the Kingston foreshore to nearby Manuka, Kingston and Griffith. 

Our business plan is a roadmap for what we wish to achieve from 2018-20. In three years time 
we will have continued to diversify our funding sources. We will have built on our already well-
established reputation as an exciting venue and be poised to take a leading role in the Kingston 
Foreshore Arts Precinct.  We will be even more highly valued as a desirable creative partner.  

 

By 2020 we will: 

▪have secured our financial position having restructured our finances and through the 
continued support of artsACT and other like-minded organisations and individuals  

▪continue to offer a professional, well maintained and affordable selection of spaces that 
are highly sought after by artists and community alike, with usage maximised throughout 
the year; 

▪have a strong community engagement function including opportunities for specialised 
workshops, lecture series, professional development, targeted residencies and tuition 
backed by a vibrant web presence;  

▪have established diverse creative collaborations with other galleries/studios from the 
Kingston foreshore through to Canberra’s inner south which promote and celebrate us all 
as an exciting arts hub; 

▪be acknowledged as a premier arts space, a landmark Canberra arts organisation with a 
long established history of excellence and innovation in the visual arts. 
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Context 

 

M16 Artspace is keenly aware of its place in the local arts landscape. Our reputation and past 
history make us a key player in Canberra's visual arts field. As previously noted, we are 
uniquely placed to offer affordable, quality facilities for professional art making, as well as 
being accessible to our broader community. We are keen to continue developing community 
interest in the visual and interdisciplinary arts and have now initiated extremely well attended, 
small-scale public programs activity. 

Since moving to the Blaxland Centre, M16 has maintained full studio hire of its 27 studios. Our 
spaces are sought after and we currently have applications for studio availability. M16 has 
consistently presented a vibrant gallery program in each of its three galleries, attracting 
interstate and overseas exhibitors and growing its audience. In 2017, M16 continued to 
strengthen links with the arts, community, and business sectors and to make savings in 
operational costs.  M16 was also successful in maintaining key event sponsors and its financial 
plan for the next three years. 

We have had a long-term impact on the Canberra art scene and have become a recognisable 
brand. We are well known for bringing stimulating and challenging work of a high calibre, from 
local, national and international artists, to Canberra audiences. Our income from art sales 
continues to increase. 

We are backed by a strong, skilled board, and practice responsible fiscal and management 
practices. With excellent spaces to administer and a full exhibition agenda, we are well 
positioned to attract future sponsorship opportunities. Diversified funding sources are a long-
term target for us. In keeping with this, we continue to initiate fund raising programs while 
actively seeking artistic partnership opportunities, which strengthen and broaden our 
traditional stakeholder base.  Such opportunities will be enhanced by our status as a tax-
deductible gift recipient organisation. 

Our continued and conscious embedding of M16 Artspace as a major player within the Inner 
South Arts Hub is also a priority as we prepare in the longer term for the relocation to the 
Kingston Foreshore Arts Precinct. Networking, partnering and facilitating local initiatives adds 
considerable value to what we are able to offer on our own. 
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History 

 

M16 Artspace began its existence as a community driven, not-for-profit, artist-run initiative 
and was incorporated in 1985. The organisation marked its 30th anniversary in 2015, 
celebrating its impressive membership of practicing professional, emerging artists and 
community workgroups. 

At the beginning, we met a critical gap in the ACT arts landscape, fulfilling the need of local 
artists for affordable studio and workshop space and providing a fee-free gallery hire program, 
which supported exhibition development skills for both members and the community. Initially, 
this collective of artists and supporters was called the Kingston Art Space, later renamed the 
Leichhardt Street Studios. It then went on to include spaces for the Studio One printmaking 
workshop (now Megalo), the Canberra Art Workshop (CAW) and a number of privately-run 
galleries including Helen Maxwell’s Girls Own Gallery, the Ben Grady Gallery and the Spiral Arm 
Gallery.  

In 2000, the organisation moved to the old bus maintenance building at 16 Mildura Street in 
Fyshwick. With this move came a new name, M16 Artspace. With financial assistance from the 
ACT government, the premises were refurbished. A number of studios and a gallery were 
incorporated into the building. In 2005, with the end of the 8-year private lease approaching, 
the idea of relocation to the old Griffith Library premises was raised in the context of school 
and library closures by government.  

By 2007, M16 had a professional board of management and was well positioned to secure its 
new home at the Blaxland Centre, site of the former Griffith Library. In 2010, after five years of 
campaigning and planning on the part of dedicated tenants, staff and community, and with the 
support of the ACT government, M16 Artspace relocated to its current home. It brought with it 
many of its previous and new tenants: the Canberra Art Workshop (CAW), Studio Map, the 
Artists Society of Canberra (ASOC—which will celebrate 90 years of existence in 2017), Hands 
On Studio, many of its existing studio artists, and a number of competitively selected new 
tenants.  

Thirty years after its inauguration, M16 continues to attract high-calibre local, interstate and 
overseas exhibitors and maintains a respected reputation, with a high media profile and 
excellent coverage of exhibitions and events. The M16 Artspace community is thriving as we 
prepare for our next exciting move, this time as a key player in the upcoming Kingston 
Foreshore Arts Precinct 
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Internal Situation 

 

Our history and reputation are unblemished and inspire confidence. We are managing 
increasingly larger programs and related events, and in recent years have weathered both 
geographical relocation and the structural change that comes with it. 

Our staff, board and tenants have great energy and enthusiasm and these are tremendous 
assets, which contribute to our programmatic and fiscal stability. We continually assess 
managerial operations and board governance, most recently outsourcing our financial 
operations. We work on effective communications between board, staff and tenants.  We have 
board members with excellent credentials in accounting, media, advertising, exhibitions, 
diversity, ethics and planning, all with links to the visual arts.  

In common with most other arts organisations we face uncertain political futures twinned with 
uncertain funding levels, the latter bring our greatest vulnerability. . 

Ultimately it is our tenants, exhibiting artists and staff who are our greatest assets and we will 
continue to anticipate their needs, exceed their expectations and ensure that their voices are 
heard. We are committed to ensuring our spaces are clean, welcoming, secure and well 
managed, and used to their full potential. We need to ensure maximum occupancy to maintain 
financial viability. Although Canberra suffers from a shortage of studio spaces, there are 
alternatives. We continue to tread a fine line in relation to affordability and accessibility as we 
plan for a financially sustainable present to ensure a future predicated on a successful 
relocation to the Kingston Foreshore. 
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External Situation 

 

As with any arts body supported by government funding, long-term financial viability is both a 
source of concern and an exciting opportunity for diversification. M16, like most other arts 
organisations of a similar size and function, faces the somewhat precarious possibilities of 
changing political climates, the nebulous nature of goodwill in the face of tight budgetary 
concerns and shifting government priorities.  

We continue to be greatly affected by the significant funding cuts and increases in rent. This 
meant we restructured our financial management processes, to improve our bottom line and 
now outsource our financial operations to an external contractor.  Regrettably, we have also 
had to increase rents to all tenants well beyond the rate of inflation.   

The modest equity of $187,403 as at the end of December 2017 assisted in providing some 
stability while we actively continued to explore funding diversity  

We continue to develop collaborative initiatives, exploring sponsorship and have now achieved 
tax deductible gift recipient status which will further support such initiatives. Alternative 
funding avenues include both government and external funding sources. Our current financial 
viability depends on continued optimised rentals for studio artists and community 
organisations and exhibition hiring fees and now factors in volatile variables such as 
anticipated revenue from projected public program income in 2018.  

The increases proposed by ACT Property Group between 2016-2020 mean that M16’s reserves 
will be depleted unless the forthcoming increases are borne by studio artists and community 
workshops and exhibiting artists. We continue to have before us the key financial challenge of 
remaining fiscally viable prior to making any shift to the Kingston Foreshore site. 
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Markets 

 

Our Markets 

M16 markets are diverse and include: 

▪artists: visual, performance, video, multi-media, craft practitioners and arts writers at all 
stages of career development; 

▪community partners, eg cross arts community and wider community. 

▪the public who want to view and buy visual art products and services;   

▪corporate partners;  and 

▪the visual arts education sector both at a tertiary and secondary level. 

 

What we offer our Markets 

We offer our diverse markets a range of services and opportunities, including:  

▪a central location where the public can access reputable artists, reasonably priced quality 
artwork, classes and tuition through arts workshops; 

▪visual arts infrastructure, affordable studio spaces, as well as exhibition and workshop 
spaces for hire; 

▪high quality exhibitions open to the general public with a three weekly turn around; 

▪development opportunities for a diverse community of artists, local, national and 
international, and arts organisations; 

▪skills and resources to enhance the expertise of exhibiting artists in delivering a high 
quality, professionally installed exhibition; 

▪exhibition marketing, opening night and sales support; 

▪a support network for artists wishing to engage in information exchange on creative 
practice; 

▪technical skills development for our studio artists to facilitate an active web presence for 
reaching wider visual arts markets; 

▪opportunities to partner across art forms, e.g. visual arts and critical 
writing/performance/video; 

▪dedicated facilities for community art making and development; 

▪art classes for all ages, backgrounds and abilities every day of the week; 

▪increased community engagement and understanding of contemporary art making 
through 'Open Studios', artist's talks, workshops, public programs and demonstrations; 
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▪the potential for corporate association and branding; 

▪opportunities for community partnering. 

▪strengthened identification with M16 as a key physical hub attracting diverse community 
events in Canberra’s inner south.  
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Our Strategic Direction for Marketing 

 

Our strategic direction in regard to marketing is twofold: 

▪We aim to build on existing market sectors; and  

▪Open up new avenues for collaboration.  

 

We are: 

▪Further building on M16’s already active web presence to reach a broader audience 
through integrated social media initiatives.  

▪Partnering with well known academic art institutions eg ANU Centre for Arts History and 
ArtTheory to enhance the development of critical arts thinking and writing in Canberra as 
well as curating; 

▪Increased corporate association leading to additional sponsorship or in kind support 
particularly targeting the local business community; 

▪Identifying on-going opportunities to align corporate events with workshops, exhibitions 
and like minded community events and public programs and fundraisers; 

▪Increasing M16 visibility within the arts education market sector; 

▪Developing M16 as a venue for hire for social functions; 

▪Embedding M16 as a principal player within the Inner South Arts Hub. 
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Competitors 

 

As an organisation M16 prefers to see other local arts organisations as potential partners 
rather than competitors; they represent opportunities for strategic partnering. Each serves a 
unique target audience and fulfils the needs of a different market sector. Together, we have 
the capacity to create a strong public interest in the arts and cross-promote our mutual 
interests. 

Two organisations that share some of our functions are Australian National Capital Artists 
(ANCA) and Canberra Contemporary Arts Space (CCAS).  

ANCA is an artist-run initiative with some similarities to M16. It has the advantage of owning its 
premises whereas M16 does not. ANCA provides artist studios and a single gallery hire space, 
but although M16 began in this way we have now expanded into a diverse organisation 
administered by a professional board and staffed with professionals. We also offer rental 
spaces to the community and to permanent workshops that provide classes for adults, children 
and people with disabilities.  

CCAS offers a gallery space and studios, but their exhibition space is by invitation rather than 
open to the community. Their studios cater for short-term artist residencies rather than 
fostering long-term tenant artists.  

As we do not own our premises, we operate on a more commercial model, providing 
professional support and expertise to exhibiting artists. Each organisation appeals to different 
market sectors, offers different services and fulfils different roles.  

In order to provide support to the range of artists and community members we serve, we 
continually monitor the trends affecting our operating environment. This allows us to offer 
state of the art support to a range of artists. We have developed a suite of tools for exhibitors, 
deepening their own professional skills as a result.  

Recognising the increasing importance of an active web presence in reaching audiences, we 
are ensuring our artists have the skills to profile and promote themselves online. Our online 
presence is a way of building networks, which contribute to the development of a vibrant local 
arts hub. We also acknowledge the effect of social media in reaching audiences and continue 
to integrate social media, particularly Facebook and Instagram into our marketing initiatives. 
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M16 Goals and KPIs  

Goal KPIs 
(measures) 

Annual Targets 

Current 
situation 

Year 1 
2018 

Year 2 
2019 

Year 3 
2020 

Facilities 

Have state of 
the art 
facilities 
which are 
well 
maintained 
and used 
optimally 

Consider Long 
term lease 
security for M16 
and the best 
facility options 
for M16 
negotiated at 
advantageous 
rate  

Continue 
negotiations with 
arts ACT 
regarding the 
Kingston Arts 
Precinct and 
maintain contact 
with ACTPG and 
relevant minister 
re 5 year lease 
agreement 

2020 lease 
agreement in 
place. Begin 
discussion with 
property group 
re post 2020. 

 Renegotiate and 
sign lease in light 
of the Kingston 
arts precinct. 

Continue to work 
with the ACT 
Property Group 
on building 
maintenance 
priorities 

Well 
maintained, 
secure, 
affordable, 
studio and 
exhibition 
spaces. 

Evaluate rates 
and charges. 

Tenancy and 
exhibition rates 
in place. 

Review tenant 
occupancy/rates 
annually 

Review tenant 
occupancy/rates 
annually 

 

Develop and 
monitor 
Facilities Plan to 
ensure legal and 
policy 
compliance with 
regular reports 
to M16 Board. 

Facilities Plan 
incorporating all 
necessary 
obligations is 
developed. 

Facilities 
Checklist 
monitored and 
reported on. 
Board – standing 
agenda item. 

Facilities 
Checklist 
monitored and 
reported on. 
Board – standing 
agenda item. 

Facilities review 
to identify 
potential 
upgrading 

Checklist for 
reporting to 
Board is 
developed. 

External and 
internal 
environment is 
welcoming and 
clearly identifies 
who we are and 
what we do. 

Identify potential 
improvements to 
the facility 

Monitior 
attendance  

Review of 
attendance 
figures 

Review of 
attendance 
figures  

Finances 
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Have 
diversified 
income 
streams to 
ensure long 
term financial 
viability 

Have a 
diversified 
income steam 
including 
fundraising 
targets, in kind 
support and 
grants. 

Identify other 
grant options, eg 
Australia Council 
funds + Other 
grants 

Apply for 
additional grants. 

Continue 
fundraising and 
grant 
applications.  

Review possible 
income streams. 

   

Other income 
measures. 

Monitor 
exhibition 
production fees 
and studio rental 
rates in light of 
overall rate 
increase in the 
head lease. 

Increase fund 
raising income 
from fundraising 
dinner and Public 
programs. 

Increase fund 
raising income 
from fundraising 
dinner and Public 
programs. 

Increase fund 
raising income 
from fundraising 
dinner and Public 
programs. 

  Review corporate 
event/fundraiser 
program 

Additional major 
sponsors by 
2020 

Maintain existing 
sponsors  

Attract additional 
sponsorship. 

 

Attract additional 
sponsorship. 

 

Attract additional 
sponsorship. 

 

Active pitching to 
potential 
sponsors  

Evaluate success 
of sponsorship 
material and 
initiatives 

Financial 
Analysis of 
returns from 
gallery sales and 
rentals 

Monitored 
through end of 
Month exhibition  
reports  

Develop 
strategies for 
ongoing gallery 
EOI’s 

Develop 
strategies for 
ongoing gallery 
EOI’s 

Evaluate 
sales/rental data 

Governance 

Be 
underpinned 
by sound 
organisational 
and 
management 
processes 

Have 
organisational 
processes and 
plans supporting 
M16’s 
operations. 

Review and 
refine current 
organisational 
and business 
structure. 

New 
organisational 
and business 
structure in place 

Monitor 
implementation 
of organisational 
and business 
structure, 
considering our 
goal of relocating 
to the Kingston 
Arts Precinct 

Review 
organsational 
and business 
structure  

Develop End of 
Month Financial 
and activity 
reports for Board  

Monthly 
reporting to 
Board on 
funding/legislativ
e compliance 

Monthly 
reporting to 
Board on 
funding/legislativ
e compliance 

Evaluation of 
funding/legislativ
e compliance 
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Board processes 
ensure best 
skills usage of 
Board members, 
associate 
members and 
tenants  

Establish board 
sub-committee 
structures to 
support business 
planning, eg WHS 
and recruitment  

Business, 
planning and 
Communications 
Sub committees 
operational  

Efficient, well 
established and 
representative 
sub committee 
structure in place 

Sub-committee 
structure review 

Identify 
additional Board 
expertise 

Additional 
identified 
expertise on new 
Board, eg WHS 
and business 
planning 

Annual Board 
Planning Day and 
Board processes 
are reviewed 

Annual Board 
Planning Day and 
Board processes 
are reviewed 

Review Board 
membership for 
expertise gaps  

Review Board 
membership 
turnover for 
expertise gaps 

Hold 11 meetings 
per year with 
standing agenda 
items and actions 
arising. 

Board/staff 
induction or 
ongoing training. 
 
Allocate funds for 
professional 
development 

Staff/Board 
governance 
training 

Evaluate current 
Board training 
needs, review 
board efficiency 

Regular 
information 
mechanisms are 
in place between 
tenants, 
office/Board, eg 
Tenant Focus 
Groups/Tenant 
Coordinator 

Ensure 
information 
relevant to 
tenants is 
promptly 
circulated after 
Board meetings. 
Ie: Minutes 
distributed 

Information 
exchange 
between Board 
and tenants is 
effective, eg 
standing item for 
tenant issues at 
Board meetings. 

Evaluate 
informal/formal 
processes for 
tenant 
communication, 
engagement and 
input 

Associate 
member input 
into sub-
committees, eg 
funding raising 

Ongoing 
associate 
member input 
into sub-
committees 

Transparent 
Board processes 

Copy of business 
plan kept in 
office and 
available on 
request to 
members. 

Board 
attendance at 
tenant meetings 
and minutes 
made available 
reciprocally. 

Open 
communication 
channels 
including regular 
electronic mail 
outs. 

Review 
communication 
efficacy. 

Sub lease 
agreements 
renegotiated to 
end of head 
lease 

 Review all lease 
agreements  

Lease 
agreements 
renegotiated and 
re-signed  

Lease 
agreements 
renegotiated and 
re-signed  

Lease 
agreements 
renegotiated and 
re-signed 
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Increased 
diversity of 
artists occupying 
studios/worksho
ps over a three-
year period. 

Review 
guidelines for 
tenant selection/ 
utilisation of 
studios 

Ongoing 
monitoring 

Ongoing 
monitoring 

Review 
guidelines for 
tenant selection/ 
utilisation of 
studios 

Gather diversity 
benchmark data 

Review level of 
tenant diversity 

 

Artist Support 

Be a dynamic 
and 
supportive 
environment 
for artists 

Increased 
engagement of 
tenants and 
member arts 
organizations 
over three years 

Tenants’ Studio 
artist exhibition 
and open studio 
day held   

Tenants’ Studio 
artist exhibition 
and open studio 
day held 

Tenants’ Studio 
artist exhibition 
and open studio 
day held 

Tenants’ Studio 
artist exhibition 
and open studio 
day held 

88% Tenant 
participation in 
M16 Open 
studios 

100% Tenant 
participation in 
M16 Open 
studios 

100% Tenant 
participation in 
M16 Open 
studios  

100% Tenant 
participation in 
M16 Open 
studios  

Studio spaces 
highly sought 
after .100% 
studio 
occupancy. 

100% occupancy 100% studio 
occupancy and  
applications on 
file. 

100% studio 
occupancy and 
applications on 
file. 

100% studio 
occupancy and 
applications on 
file. 

 

Artists 
supported 
through new 
career 
development 
opportunities 

continue 2 artists 
residences 
annually for 
emerging artists 

Maintain 
emerging artist 
studio residency 
and source artist 
opportunities for 
M16 audience. 

Maintain 
emerging artist 
studio residency 
and source artist 
opportunities for 
M16 audience. 

Maintain 
emerging artist 
studio residency 
and source artist 
opportunities for 
M16 audience. 

Maintaining M16 
Artspace Drawing 
Prize  

 
 

Build profile of 
Drawing Prize 
aim  for 200 
entries 

Increase prize 
money and 
number of 
entries  

Increase prize 
money and 
number of 
entries 

    

Improved take 
up rates from 
information 
circulated on 
exhibitions and 
potential 
exchanges 

Establish 
benchmark for 
opportunity take 
up rates 

Analysis of 
opportunity take 
up rates 

Analysis of 
opportunity take 
up rates 

Data instrument 
review 
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Providing 
support for 
building artist 
profiles 

Website profiles 
updated and 
promotion of 
artists on social 
media  

Website profiles 
updated and 
promotion of 
artists on social 
media  

Website profiles 
updated and 
promotion of 
artists on social 
media 

Website profiles 
updated and 
promotion of 
artists on social 
media 

Exhibition Program 

Be nationally 
recognised 
for delivering 
innovative, 
diverse, 
interdisciplina
ry visual art 
exhibitions of 
high quality. 

Consistent 
delivery of an 
exhibition 
program 
characterised by 
quality, 
professionalism 
and diversity 

Develop program 
of 16 annual 
exhibition blocks 
each year across 
three gallery 
spaces 

Maintain 
program of 16 
annual exhibition 
blocks each year 
across three 
gallery spaces 

Evaluate viability 
of maintaining 
program of 16 
annual exhibition 
blocks each year 
across three 
gallery spaces.  
Consider more 
internally curated 
approaches and 
diversity balance 

Continue, if 
viable, program 
of 16 annual 
exhibition blocks 
each year across 
three galleries 
showcasing 
diverse 
exhibitions and 
curatorial options 

15% increase in 
applications 
annually 

15% increase in 
applications 
annually 

15% increase in 
applications 
annually 

15% increase in 
applications 
annually 

Review % 
increase in 
applications 
annually 

Monitor media 
reviews and 
articles related 
to M16 
exhibitions per 
annum 

Feed media data 
into the 
Exhibition Report 

Increase media 
coverage by 5% 

Increase media 
coverage by 5% 

Review strategies 
to increase media 
coverage  

Develop gallery 
branding  online 
and through 
social media to 
increase 
exhibitor 
diversity and 
accessibility 

Develop 
emerging, 
interstate and 
mid-career 
exhibiting 
packages 

Distribute and 
promote 
exhibition 
packages 

Distribute and 
promote 
exhibition 
packages 

Monitor and 
review feedback 
on exhibition 
packages 

Community Engagement 

Be 
welcoming, 
accessible 
and engaging 
to diverse 
audiences. 

Successfully 
stage arts events 
which engage 
the community  

Exhibition 
program, 
Confident 
Collecting Series, 
Open Studios day 
and fundraising 
dinner. 

Planning is 
underway for an 
ongoing 
community 
engagement 
forum.  Trial run 
of public program 
Confident 
Collecting 

Hold follow up 
community 
engagement 
event in 2017. 

Evaluate event to 
identify 
opportunities to 
springboard for 
future events 

Measure 
attendances for 
exhibitions and 

Gather 
attendance data, 
through door 

Monitor 
attendance 

Increase 
attendance by 
5% 

Increase 
attendance by 
5% 
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events count and 
number of open 
studios 

Increase number 
of open studios 
to 100% 

Increase number 
of open studios 
to 100% 

Maintain number 
of open studios 
to 100% 

Deliver a 
collaborative 
Inner South Arts 
Hub event 
program 
annually 

Plan one 
collaborative 
Inner South Arts 
Hub event this 
year  

Deliver one 
collaborative 
Inner South Arts 
Hub event 

Deliver a second 
collaborative 
Inner South Arts 
Hub event 

Evaluate Inner 
South Arts Hub 
event program  

Measurable 
increased 
attendances at 
M16 

Establishing a 
mechanism and 
process to 
monitor trend 
data for visitor 
numbers and 
email listings. 
Door counting 
processes in train 
Email 
subscription data 
benchmarked 

Increase in visitor 
numbers and 
social media lists  

Increase in visitor 
numbers and 
social media lists  

Increase in visitor 
numbers and 
social media lists  

Increased 
education and 
public programs 

Analyse data on 
exhibitions and 
events 

Develop floor 
talks around the 
exhibition 
program  

Funding sourced 
to run additional 
public programs. 

Review the 
success of public 
program events  
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Strategies 

These Strategies are meant to be read in conjunction with the Artistic Plan, the Marketing Plan 
and the Exhibitions Guidelines. 

Strategy Key Activities Priorit
y 

Responsibility 

Facilities 
Development of a comprehensive 
building plan which ensures legal 
and policy compliance and is 
monitored on an ongoing basis.  

Physical risks are identified, 
monitored and adequately addressed 
via appropriate action and/or WHS 
policy 
Equipment regularly tested, and 
certified as required (eg electrical 
equipment tested/tagged) 
Tenants inducted and trained in all 
necessary procedures and aware of 
their responsibilities. 
Ongoing progress Checklist 
Board and management successfully 
negotiate long term lease security for 
M16 
Sub-leases negotiated equitably  
Engage tenants in improving signage 
at Facility, both internal and external  
Undertake an energy audit and 
develop a strategy to reduce costs. 

1 Staff and Board 

Finance 
Develop innovative partnerships 
and alternative funding options. 

Explore diversified funding sources eg 
Australia Council, sponsorship 
Friends of M16 
Develop sponsorship packages, eg for 
corporate venue hire 
Attract key sponsorship  

1 ED and Board 

Finance 
Achieve modest annual growth in 
exhibition commissions and studio 
rental 

Expand commissions from increased 
exhibition sales 
Expand education, public program 
workshops  

 

2 Office Staff and Board 

Governance  
Upgrade Governance 
and review board practices 

Board induction and training 
Establish sub committee input 
Set up regular tenant/ board 
communication mechanisms 
Annual Planning Day to review 
responsibilities eg incorporation, 
planning, training and organisational 
monitoring 

1 Board, ED and Sub-
committees 
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Artist Support 
Artists integral to organisational 
success  

Promote M16artists online and 
through communications  
Promote annual members exhibition 
Encourage studio 22 residencies 
Build on Drawing Prize  
Build cross studio/workshop 
partnerships  
Set up monthly volunteer spreadsheet 
better engaging and using tenant skills 

2 Office Staff 

Exhibition Program Maintain high quality professional 
gallery program, i.e., 16 exhibition 
blocks across 3 gallery spaces 
15% increase in applications for 
exhibition hire annually 
Develop gallery branding, signage and 
appropriate marketing 
Maximise gallery usage of all spaces  
Develop mentorship/support 
packages for exhibitors 

1 Executive Director, 
Exhibitions and 
Promotions Coordinator 

Community Engagement Lever off more local events  
Explore events which bring people to 
M16 
Explore partnership options within 
the Inner South Arts Hub 
Increase outreach community 
function eg working with entire age 
spectrum  
Promote M16’s community art 
workshops on line and in the media  

2 Executive Director, 
Exhibitions and 
Promotions Coordinator 
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Artistic Plan 

 

Artistic Rationale 

▪M16 Artspace provides infrastructure and development opportunities to a range of 
artists, arts organisations and the community.  

▪M16's key creative goals are to: 

▪Enable the development of artistic practices by providing 27 affordable, secure studio 
spaces for lease  

▪Deliver an exhibition program characterised by quality, diversity and professionalism 

▪Facilitate wide community participation in the practice and enjoyment of the arts via 
workshops, open days and exhibitions 

 

Program overview 

Goals Strategies 2018 2019 2020 

Goal 1: Be crucial in 
the development of 
excellence in artistic 
practice by the 
provision of secure, 
affordable studio 
spaces 

Foster skills 
associated with the 
exhibition and 
presentation of work 
by provision in the 
yearly calendar for a 
studio tenant's 
exhibition 

M16 Studio Artists’ 
Exhibition held for 
August 2018 

To be held in 
conjunction with M16 
Open Day  

To be held in 
conjunction 
with M16 
Open Day  

Promotion of tenant 
practices 

M16 website with 
links in place  

Marketing strategies 
around tenant 
promotion 

Review 
promotional 
strategies 

Seek excellence in 
artistic practice by 
overview of tenant 
selection procedures, 
sub-lease conditions 

Sub-leases are 
reviewed, 
development of 
tenant selection 
policy based on 
diversity of practice, 
artistic activity and 
potential. 

Sub-leases are 
reviewed, 
development of 
tenant selection 
policy based on 
diversity of practice, 
artistic activity and 
potential. 

Sub-leases are 
reviewed, 
development 
of tenant 
selection 
policy based 
on diversity of 
practice, 
artistic activity 
and potential. 
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Maximise effective 
use of studio facilities: 
in recognition of time 
constraints for artistic 
practice, develop 
metrics to measure 
studio output and 
encourage and 
facilitate sharing of 
studio space 

Maintain full 
occupancy of studios  

Annual collation of 
artists stats and 
achievements  

Annual 
collation of 
artists stats 
and 
achievements 

Within infrastructure 
constraints diversify 
art forms practiced at 
M16 Artspace to 
include visual art, 
installation, 
performance, video, 
critical and creative 
writing. 

Further encourage 
diversity of proposals 
from a range of artists 
including 
collaborative, cross 
disciplinary projects 

Further encourage 
diversity of proposals 
from a range of artists 
including 
collaborative, cross 
disciplinary projects 

Further 
encourage 
diversity of 
proposals 
from a range 
of artists 
including 
collaborative, 
cross 
disciplinary 
projects 

Enable approved 
creative initiatives by 
tenants that enhance 
practices or M16 

Develop regular 
communication 
channel with the 
board, the board to 
actively liaise and aid 
worthwhile projects  

  

Build linkages with 
educational 
institutions 

EASS Residency with 
ANU new graduates 
Continue to engage 
with local colleges 

Develop a tertiary 
education database 
and promote 
collaboration 

 

    

Goal 2: 
Deliver an exhibition 
program 
characterised by 
quality, diversity and 
professionalism 

Attract as many 
exhibition proposals 
as possible, from 
local, national and 
international artists at 
all stages of 
professional 
development. 
Work at building on 
M16's reputation 
within the artistic 
community as being a 
desirable place to 
exhibit 

Increase of proposals 
by 15% 
Maintain current 
media coverage 
Increase social media 
presence  

Increase of proposals 
by 15% 
Maintain current 
media coverage 
Increase social media 
presence  

 

Develop an aligned 
program of 
workshops, 
educational programs 
and artist's talks with 

Offer a support 
program for 
exhibiting artists to 
hold these events,  
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each exhibition 

Instigate and review a 
system of monitoring 
feedback from 
exhibitors and staff 

Put a review 
mechanism in place  

  

Goal 3: 
Have wide community 
participation in the 
practice and 
enjoyment of the arts 
via workshops, open 
days and exhibitions 

Continue and grow 
the annual Open Day 

Aim to increase the 
participation and 
attendance rates 

 Increased 
participation and 
attendance rates by 
5% 

Increased 
participation 
and 
attendance 
rates by 5% 

Align the exhibition 
program and activities 
with community 
participation 

Continue a Public 
Program on 
"Confident Collecting" 

Build on Public 
Programs initiative 
and review 

Continue 
building a 
Public 
Program with 
recognisable 
branding 

Inner South Arts Hub 
development  

Continue dialogue 
with other local 
organisations to 
develop a shared 
event that is well 
marketed and 
promoted 

Maintain strong 
relationships. 
Promote the next 
ISAH to local 
community and 
visitors through out 
2019. 

 

Develop regular 
meetings and liaison 
with community 
workshop spaces to 
enhance the level and 
quality of community 
engagement  

Ongoing dialogue  Ongoing dialogue  Ongoing 
dialogue  

Develop a targeted 
marketing program to 
attract Friends of M16 
to existing opening 
nights.  

Program in place. 
Review whole notion 
of membership with 
an aim of being more 
inclusive  

Continue to 
implement new 
stategies  

 

 

M16 Marketing Plan 

 

Purpose 

We aim to market our services successfully across a diverse client range. M16 reaches artists, 
funding bodies, visitors, audiences, sponsors and the wider community. We aim to ensure that 
our marketing hits the mark every time. 
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Brand statements 

The following are comments from our diverse client groups and indicate what our clients think 
of the M16 brand. 

▪Resident studio artist:  
‘M16 offers me a comfortable high quality studio space at an affordable rate. The best 
part is that I belong to a community of fellow artists. We exchange ideas and support 
each other in our art practice.’ 

▪Gallery Hirer 
‘Having the exhibition at M16 has been great. It is a very professional space that is well 
maintained and staffed. There were no problems at all getting the exhibition organised, 
installed or with the running of the exhibition. 
The opening night was a great success and not too stressful due to help and organisation 
by M16 staff and volunteers.’ 

▪M16 Drawing Prize past winner  
‘Winning the M16 Drawing prize assisted me greatly by raising my profile from a local, 
Canberra based artist, to a national and even international artist. While this sounds 
grandiose, having my work recognised immediately led to being invited to participate in a 
curated exhibition at Mayspace, Sydney. This in turn contributed to me being invited to 
participate in the Flinders Lane Gallery annual Explorations exhibition for artists having 
no commercial representation. From this exhibition I sold all my available work to 
national and international buyers. I also won an exhibition with FLG later this year. I have 
recently been approached by Mayspace as they have a buyer interested in an edition of 
my winning M16 work. The money from the M16 prize contributed to a European trip to 
see the Venice Biennale, Documenta (Kassel and Athens), and the Munster Skulptur 
Projekte,  

What can be a small contribution from a sponsor can leverage a lifetime of change for an 
artist. And I am very grateful.  

Jay Kochel – Joint Winner of the M16 Drawing Prize 2016 

 

▪Community  
‘The Open Studios were a great opportunity to meet artists and see the depth of talent 
and practice at M16. We really enjoyed the Jazz and the atmosphere. 

 

Products and services 

We offer our diverse markets a range of services and opportunities, including:  

▪visual arts infrastructure, particularly affordable studio spaces, as well as exhibition and 
workshop program for the entire age spectrum of the community. 

▪high quality exhibitions open to the general public with a three weekly turn around 

▪development opportunities for local, national and international artists, and arts 
organisations 
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▪skills and resources to enhance the expertise of exhibiting artists in delivering a high 
quality, professionally installed exhibition 

▪exhibition marketing, opening night and sales support 

▪a support network for artists wishing to engage in information exchange on creative 
practice 

▪technical support for our tenants to facilitate an active web presence for reaching wider 
visual arts markets 

▪opportunities to partner across art forms, e.g. visual arts and critical 
writing/performance/video 

▪dedicated facilities for community art making and development 

▪art classes for all ages, backgrounds and abilities every day of the week 

▪increased community engagement and understanding of contemporary art making 
through 'Open Studios', artist's talks, workshops, public programs and demonstrations 

▪the potential for corporate association and branding 

▪opportunities for community partnering 

▪strengthened identification with M16 as a key physical hub attracting diverse community 
events in Canberra’s inner south 

▪create anticipation and generate excitement around the forthcoming, longer-term move 
to the Kingston Foreshore. 

 

Context 

The M16 Business Plan is based on ongoing, dedicated annual Strategic Planning incorporating 
the result of a SWOT analysis.  It details our organisational strengths and the internal and 
external issues that we face in the context of a challenging economic climate for the arts in 
Australia. 

Our Marketing Plan is informed by data collected by the Gallery which includes exhibition 
attendances, studio occupancy, website and social media analysis and direct client feedback. 
This is strengthened by our quarterly tenant meetings which inform the both the Artistic Plan 
and Marketing Plan on an on-going basis. 

 

Current Market Segments 

▪Studio artists/hirers: ie local artists at all career levels who require an affordable, secure 
place to develop their art practice. 

▪Workshop teachers/organisers/participants: ie organisations or individuals offering either 
one-off or a series of art classes and those who participate in classes. 
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▪Gallery hirers: this includes a diverse range of visual, multimedia and performance artists 
at all career levels wishing to exhibit their work professionally, supported by additional 
technical skills and advice as required. 

▪Exhibition audiences and art consumers: this diverse market segment covers a spectrum 
of interested parties ranging from curious members of the general public, to those who 
are well informed critics and or potential art purchasers.  

▪Community stakeholders: this includes local community groups and businesses that wish 
to use M16 facilities as a physical hub for their events.  

 

Potential markets 

▪Businesses who have an affinity with art production and wish to develop sponsorship 
partnerships or philanthropic relationships. 

▪Community groups who may wish to access hands on arts experience and/ or viewing 
'open' studios. 

▪Organisations and individuals wishing to hold a uniquely creative social function that may 
include a selection of catering packages, artist talks and select exhibition viewing. 

▪Funding bodies interested in the support of M16's exhibition, community or Inner South 
Arts Hub programs or its move to the Kingston Foreshore.  

▪Prospective arts partners in Southern Canberra interested in developing collaborative 
programs. 

▪Professional development agencies within the public or private sectors interested in 
uniquely tailored programs for innovative approaches. 

▪Local aged care or education facilities, which may be interested in specially tailored arts 
interest or arts therapy programs/workshops. 
 

Competitors 

▪Venues for studio use other than M16 exist, eg formally such as ANCA, CCAS, Strathnairn 
and informally within artists’ homes. 

▪Alternative venues for hire of workspaces and galleries also exist in the ACT.  M16 must 
promote its unique ability to offer a range of competitive gallery sizes, hire rates and 
services. 

▪Numerous institutional, commercial, independent and artist-run galleries exist in the ACT.  
All compete for the limited free time of the public to attend exhibitions and programs. 
However such competitors are more likely to become allies as collaborative programs are 
developed.  Provision of a high quality, varied exhibition program is essential for M16 to 
continue to attract audiences.  

▪Changing political fortunes are integral to Canberra's economic landscape.  The loss of 
public service positions in the ACT inevitably impacts negatively on artwork sales. 
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Strategic Direction 

As noted in our Marketing Plan statement above, our strategic direction in regard to marketing 
is twofold. We aim to both build on existing market sectors and open up new avenues for 
collaboration. Accordingly we are: 

▪Further building on M16’s already active web presence to reach a broader audience 
through integrated social media initiatives 

▪Partnering with well known academic art institutions eg ANU School of Art and Design  

▪Increasing our corporate links with a view to increased sponsorship or in kind support 
particularly within the local business community 

▪Identifying on-going opportunities for corporate events, workshops 

▪Increasing M16 visibility within the arts education market sector 

▪Developing M16 as a venue for hire for social functions 

▪Embedding M16 as a principal player within the Inner South Arts Hub 

By continuing to hold onto our core values of providing arts infrastructure essential for the 
development and support of artists, while increasing community engagement and enjoyment 
of the arts, M16 will protect its current market segments.  

In order to diversify income streams, additional potential markets have been identified and 
must be developed further in order to secure M16's economic future. These are identified in 
the chart below. 

 

Goals KPI's Strategies 

Goal 1: Continue to provide 
affordable secure studio hire 

Studio occupancy is 
maintained at 100%  

Lobbying of ACT ministers and 
engaging community support 
for the continued existence of 
M16 at the Blaxland centre.   

Lobby for a reduction in rent.  

Engage in arts advocacy for 
restored arts funding. 

 

A waiting list of applications 
for studio hire exists and is 
maintained 

Encourage studio applications. 
Allocation process for studios 
is transparent and based on 
strength of application. 

Encourage applications from 
culturally diverse or ATSI 
backgrounds 
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Goal 2: Monitor hiring rates of 
all galleries and workspaces 

Gallery rates are monitored in 
relation to competitors. 

Ensure that M16 is an 
exhibition space that provides 
good value for the production 
fee that artists pay.  

Collect and review feedback 
from exhibitors 

 Attract as many exhibition 
proposals as possible in order 
to select good quality 
candidates  

 

Goal 3: Deliver a high quality 
and diverse program of 
exhibitions, associated 
programs, workspace 
activities and community 
events that are well attended 

Increase the number of 
exhibition proposals received 
each year 

 

Attract one new sponsor 
annually 

Encourage and support 
exhibiting artists to run 
concurrent workshops or talks  

Continue to submit press 
releases and seek media 
coverage opportunities, 
increase social media activity, 
activity of studio artists on 
website and social media  

Hold at least one collaborative 
event annually  

Exhibition audience numbers 
are increased on the previous 
year. 

Develop a 'sponsorship' 
package that details various 
options of benefits provided 
in return for support.  

Across a range of media, the 
level of media coverage of 
M16 exhibitions increases 
access to new markets not yet 
tapped 

Target, present and explain 
the sponsorship package to 
businesses 
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Goal 4: Develop further 
sponsorship/philanthropic 
relationships  

Maintain and increase the 
number of sponsorships/ 
donors/ partnerships M16 
attracts each year, especially 
given our new tax 
deductibility status 

Hold regular ‘thank you’ 
events for current sponsors 
and M16 Friends in 
conjunction with the M16 
exhibition program 

Establish and build annually 
on Public Programs  

Goal 5: Develop the Foyer 
area and gallery as an events 
venue 

This space is hired regularly by 
individuals or organisations 
for functions  

Foster opportunities and 
enquiries for events 

Goal 6 : Identify opportunities 
for the community to engage 
with the gallery program 

Opportunities identified Target specific groups in 
relation to the exhibition 
program 

  

  Develop creative partnerships 
with other arts organisations. 
Continue to negotiate with 
the other Inner South Arts 
organisations to hold an 
annual collaborative event 

 

 

 

Financial Plan 

 

Current Financial Position 

In 2017 M16 Artspace's income was chiefly derived from rental of studios, workshops, 
exhibition spaces, sales of art works and funding from artsACT for the gallery program   In 
terms of the Audited Financial Statements, M16 recorded a surplus in 2017 of $ 25,966. 

 

Financial goals for future 

These include: 

▪Ongoing negotiations for a stable, predictable, affordable rental agreement with ACT 
Property group, mindful of a potential move to the Kingston Foreshore in the longer 
term. 
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▪Maintain our current funding support with artsACT but also receive additional 
governmental funding to provide the wages necessary to deliver high quality artistic 
development and community inclusion and engagement programs. 

▪Development of diverse income sources based on philanthropic or business sponsorship 
partnerships and the supply and delivery on innovative corporate workshop and venue 
hiring programs.  M16 endeavors to emphasise support and development for artists and 
enjoyment and participation of the community rather than acting purely as a commercial 
gallery.  

▪M16 aims to generate sufficient revenue annually by the hire of its various spaces, 
funding, partnerships and public programs to cover escalating expenses.  These multiple 
income sources continue to be flexible, adapting to fiscal and political vagaries yet 
remaining responsive to the development of vibrant, innovative artistic programs.  

 

Goals KPIs Strategies 

Goal 1: Secure our head lease and 
engage in Kingston Foreshore 
negotiations 

Current lease resigned in 2015 until 
2020 

Establish and maintain good 
relations with local ministers and 
Lobby for a better deal on the head 
lease. Work with the local 
community groups and arts 
community to emphasise M16's 
value and uniqueness, particularly 
as pivotal to the forthcoming 
Kingston Arts Precinct 

 

Goal 2: Diversify Government 
funding sources  

At least 2 grants applied for in 2018 Research and identify all relevant 
grants M16 is eligible to apply for 

Goal 3: Generate income from 
public programs and fundraisers 

2018: $5K Develop, deliver and promote these 
programs 

Goal 4: Develop new business 
partnerships annually 

2018: one new partner Develop, deliver and promote 
sponsorship program 

Selective staff and board training in 
the skills necessary to develop 
partnerships 

 
 
 
 

Financial forecast (all figures are ex GST) 

 

  2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 

Income   

ACT Grant Income  43,430 44,298 45,295 45,295 45,295 45,295 

Studio Income  172,218 208,103 223,348 234,841 244,012 251,208 

Gallery Income  76,329 80,893 85,182 73,836 73,836 73,836 
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Other income  24,159 33,898 17,215 16,007 17,007 18,007 

              

Total Income 316,136 367,192 371,040 369,979 380,150 388,346 

              

              

              

  2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 

Expenditure   

Building expenses  154,264 163,279 177,696 186,053 188,416 190,815 

Employment expenses 131,060 138,533 137,996 137,996 137,996 137,996 

Admin expenses  43,776 41,300 37,381 35,109 35,109 35,109 

              

Total Expenditure  329,100 343,112 353,073 359,158 361,521 363,920 

              

Surplus/ Deficit 25,966 24,080 17,967 10,821 18,629 24,426 

              

Reserve 187,403 211,483 229,450 240,271 258,900 283,326 

 

 

Management 

Organisational Structure 

An important factor in ensuring the long-term viability of M16 Artspace has been the Staff. 
M16  is professional and efficient arts organization delivering 45 exhibitions per year since 
2013 and supporting over 33 studio and workshop tenancies. We deliver a high quality 
exhibition program and support for emerging, community artists and groups within a dynamic 
arts hub.  

M16 Artspace’s 2017-2020 budgets include the following positions: 

Staff 
positions 

Conditions of 
Employment 

Key Tasks Responsible to 
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Executive 
Director 

35 hours 
(negotiable) 

• provide overall strategic and business/financial 
direction supporting the artistic outcomes of 
M16,  

• manage facilities and maintenance of the 
premises in keeping with legal requirements, 
eg WHS and community inclusion priorities. 

• manage office staff, interests of studio and 
workshop tenants, and Board requirements,  

• explore entrepreneurial options to secure a 
diverse and sustainable revenue base for the 
facility, through grant applications, 
sponsorship and donations, 

• promote and pursue a healthy working 
relationship with artsACT, including 
administration and acquittal of grants, and 

• promote the profile of  M16 by developing 
strategic partnerships. 

Board of 
management 

Exhibitions and 
Promotions 
Coordinator 

32 hours  • coordinate the scheduling and delivery of 
M16’s exhibition and public programs,  

• ensure displays and programs are diverse, well 
presented and that exhibiting artists are well 
supported, 

• promote M16’s programs and web presence.  

• manage the community inter-face and public 
profile.  

• assist in developing and implementing M16’s 
marketing and audience development 
strategies, 

• contribute relevant material as required by 
Board and funding agencies. 

• responsible for the day-to-day administration 
of studio and workshop tenancies, 
management of premises and venue hire,  

• assisting with the administration of the 
exhibition and public programs run by M16,  

• develop and implement the Friends 
membership program, 

• undertake a range of general administrative 
tasks,  

• assist with the preparation of key documents 
for business planning and acquittal purposes 

Executive Director 

Interns/ 
volunteers 

 • casual administrative volunteers and student 
and graduate interns provide temporary 
assistance. 

Appropriate staff 
member 
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Role of Board and Governance 

Our current board members have excellent credentials in curating, art making, accounting, law, 
advertising, exhibitions, diversity, ethics and code-of-conduct training and organisational 
planning, and have links to the visual arts. The board meets a minimum of eight times per 
annum with additional meetings scheduled on an as-required basis. The Board has undergone 
recent renewal as a result of the 2016 AGM, strengthening its numbers with individuals who fit 
previously identified skills gaps. 

Board positions are filled in accordance with the M16 constitution. Current board members 
have extensive networks in the ACT, in both the arts and other professional areas and are well 
positioned to identify potential candidates for board memberships as vacancies become 
available. Parallel with this process, CVs of interested parties are circulated to the Board for 
consideration. 

Our processes involve no more than two board members meeting with potential candidates to 
ascertain their skills and level of interest in either board or associate membership. These 
meetings have included a tour of the facilities and advice of what is entailed in committing to 
board membership. If nominating for the Board, CVs are also circulated to the M16 
membership for consideration prior to the AGM. 

We currently have two tenant representatives on the board and our constitution allows for 
three. The board has considered the matter of potential conflict of interest extensively and is 
strongly of the view that, given the artist-run origins of M16, ensuring tenant representation 
on the board is not only in keeping with our historical traditions but advantageous. We access 
studio artist feedback through a range of channels but there is no substitute for clear, well-
informed comment on tenant issues and immediate responses to board queries. Conflict of 
interest protocols ensure that all board members know when to abstain from discussion or 
voting. This cooperative intelligence sharing in the interests of good governance has proved 
highly successful.  

We aim to continually improve communication between all members of the M16 community. 
We have established various board subcommittees with a capacity to co-opt associate 
members. Sub-committees have been established for communications, business and planning 
issues. We are also establishing standing agenda items in relation to our facilities plan and our 
business plan, which, in conjunction with the data analysis of ongoing tenant surveys, will 
ensure we continue to meet our key performance indicators over the next three years. 

Our board members provide the following experience and expertise to M16. Note that the 
Board has taken a decision not to specify termination dates for Board membership. 
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Name of 
Board or 
Committee 
Member 

Special Responsibilities, Qualifications and Expertise Years 
on 
Board 

Vasiliki Nihas 
Chair 
2015 

•  Former senior executive: State and Commonwealth public sectors:  
•  Director, Voyaging Pty Ltd.  
•  Expertise across diverse art forms; education and ethics; cultural diversity, 

Access and Equity, strategic and business planning. 
• Experienced in government liaison eg with artsACT and Australia Council. 
• Extensive local and national arts networks including strategic planning 

facilitations for NGA, CFC, CC, CMAG, TAC and BAC.   
• Long-term association with M16.  
• Designed and delivered arts training on marketing, equitable funding and 

audience  
development.  Commissioned to undertake national training for Ozco staff.   

• Former Chair, Canberra Arts Marketing and Jigsaw Theatre Company. Foundation 
member of CFC and CMAG Boards.  Former Chair of Practices for ACT Cultural 
Council. 

• Arts festival producer, guest curator, published author of short stories and writer 
of occasional visual arts articles and exhibition critiques for the Canberra Times. 
Volunteer guide at NGA. 

7 

David Chessell 
Deputy Chair 
2015 

• Financial expertise in both public and private sectors 
• Economic expertise from Commonwealth Treasury and Access Economics 
• Sound governance understanding from long term board memberships  
• Strong interest in the visual arts in Australia 

4 

Andy Castle Treasurer: 
• Economic and financial management 
• Small to large business expertise 
• Senior management expertise 
• Sales and marketing expertise 

11 

Matthew 
Frawley  

 

Secretary 
• BA Visual Arts and Film 
• Membership coordination 
• Retail and visitor services experience  
• Creative direction skills 
• Matt has been dating a visual artist for over 25 years so he saw it as a logical step 

to join the M16 Board so that he could spread the love, support and protection 
he affords his boyfriend to the great Canberra arts community. 

3 

Richard Calver • Extensive legal experience and expertise in the public and private sectors 
• Experienced director of not for profit organisations, as well as public and private 

companies, 
• Strong connection with various arts communities through his creative writing and 

support of local artists 

12 

Annika 
Romeyn  

Annika is an Australian visual artist based at M16 Artspace, Canberra and represented 
by  
Flinders Lane Gallery, Melbourne. Combining the mediums of drawing, printmaking and  
watercolour in large-scale works on paper, Annika seeks to evoke the power and 
fragility of landscapes and geological forms encountered while walking and kayaking. 
Since graduating from ANU with first class honours in Printmedia and Drawing (2010), 
Annika’s work has been included in art prizes, curated exhibitions and collections 
nationally and internationally. Annika has received numerous grants and awards, 

Joined 
2019 
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including the Embassy of Spain Torres Travelling Scholarship (2011), the Flinders Lane 
Gallery Exploration Award (2014) and was recently  
Highly Commended in the inaugural Megalo International Print Prize (2019).  
 
Annika works part-time as an Educator at the National Gallery of Australia and is an 
active member of the Canberra arts community. During her time as a studio artist at 
Australian  
National Capital Artists (Nov 2011-April 2018) Annika served as Chair of the board for 
one year and Treasurer for two years. 

 

Anna Minson  Anna Minson is an awarded government relations specialist and communications 
strategist. She is passionate about people and their stories; curious about the human 
spirit; and a believer in the power of community. Anna is on the board at M16 because 
our work indulges that  
passion. There is no better place in Canberra to showcase the raw, unrivalled talent of 
our  
artists. Anna believes in the potential of every individual that exhibits in our space and 
is  
endlessly inspired by their authenticity. Hit her up for a yarn - and she'll confess she has 
no  
artistic talent! 

 

Joined 
2019 

Alan J Jones 

 
• Expertise in University research management, grant applications and teaching. 
• Extensive management expertise in the public sector involving research and 

business planning, project/program governance and managing for results  
• Expertise in audit and evaluation of programs and projects designed to improve  

outcomes for targeted groups 
• Science, Technology and Innovation writer - plus work on editorial boards. 

Visiting  
fellow/adjunct professor (Innovation) Queensland, ANU, Canberra & Auckland  
Universities 

• Committed to M16’s goals for improving artistic outcomes for both tenants and 
community 

 

5 

 

Dr Catherine 
Summerhayes  

Dr Summerhayes' thesis, 'Film As Cultural Performance' (Film Studies, Australian  

National University, 2002) focused on the concept and practice of theatrical 
performance in relation to film. Her major research areas are in documentary film 
studies and new media theory and performance. In 2004, she convened and 
directed AD - Art of the Documentary: a combined international conference, film 
competition for emerging filmmakers and film festival at the National Museum of 
Australia, ScreenSound, the National Gallery of Australia. More recently she 
convened the international documentary studies conference: Visible Evidence XIX 
in 2012 at the Australian National University and the National Film and Sound 
Archives of Australia in Canberra. 

Her most recent book is Google Earth: Outreach and Activism published by 
Bloomsbury Academic, 2015.Her work has recently been published in several 
national and international journals and anthologies, including her major article, 
'Haunting Secrets - Tracey Moffatt's beDevil' which was published in the Fall 2004 
issue of the University of California's film studies journal Film Quarterly Vol. 58:1. 
Her monograph on Moffatt's films, The Moving Images of Tracey Moffatt was 
published by Charta Edizione, Milan in September 2007. 

4 
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Succession Plan 

 

Turnover of both staff and board members is an inevitable consequence of working in a 
dynamic organisation. Ensuring we have in place effective processes to recruit talented 
candidates for both office and board is vital, irrespective of the circumstances leading to the 
change. Our succession planning ensures a smooth transition if and as needed.  

 

Staff 

We have developed employment templates for advertising vacant positions locally and 
nationally.  In the event of a vacancy the board considers any organisational restructuring that 
may be necessary and reviews the existing selection criteria.  We have developed a bank of 
potential questions for use at interviews as the need arises. 

When a key position needs to be filled, M16 advertises nationally to ensure the widest possible 
range of suitable candidates. Additionally, current board members have local and interstate 
networks, which can help identify suitable potential candidates/applicants.  

 

Board 

Refer to the previous section on the Role of the Board, which outlines processes to be 
undertaken in the event of Board vacancies.  Board renewal is an ongoing process and the 
Board is active in this area. Eleven positions are available, including up to three M16 tenant 
members. Via a documented, transparent process, the board continues to canvas the arts, 
business and public sector communities for interested members with such identified skills as 
the case warrants.  

Background materials are made available to prospective and incoming board members.  We 
offer two levels of engagement with the organisation—associate membership, which allows 
participation in various subcommittees, and full board membership. We currently have a list of 
potential additional board members both available and willing to offer their services in either 
capacity. 

 

Underperformance 

Should underperformance by a member of staff or board member cause loss of reputation, a 
breach of organisational ethics, a decline in artistic standards or ongoing financial losses, action 
on the part of the board is called for. It is critical in such circumstances to establish facts rather 
than operate on hearsay and this is the guiding rule in resolving performance issues.  

In accordance with natural justice principles, each party will be accorded the opportunity to 
"have their say", rather than operating on perception or indeed misperception. Issues are 
raised transparently in the context of confidentiality afforded by Board processes. 
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Issues of Potential Conflict 

The aim is to ensure that any potential for conflict is identified well before such a situation 
arises. It is not always possible to ensure a perfect coming together of personalities in any 
management structure or organisation. However, being mindful of the context into which an 
incoming employee will come and seeking to recruit in order to achieve a balance of different 
personalities is useful in preventing problems before they have a chance to develop.  

Ensuring the presence of other key staff or Board members on recruitment panels helps to 
identify an optimum mix of people. This is especially important in a small organisation such as 
ours whose offices are communal. It is too small for conflict. We aim to harness the diversity of 
our staff to complement each other's skills and networks. 

In the instance of potential conflict, we would in the first instance try to resolve issues through 
discussion. Preferably utilising Board staff who have not previously been involved in any 
disagreement. However it may be that independent intervention is necessary in which case we 
support an externally mediated process.  Mediation is in all instances preferable to litigation 
and hopefully this would be avoided if the appropriate steps to address or defuse tensions 
were employed promptly. 

Additionally, there is always the potential for conflict of interest issues to arise. Board 
members are advised of this during their induction onto the Board. It is expected that even if 
perception rather than actual potential conflict of issue arises, a member will abstain from 
discussion or voting on the particular issue.  

As an organisation we are totally committed to the implementation of the core principles of 
gender equity, diversity and cultural and community inclusivity. Workplace behaviors and 
interactions between colleagues and the public are underpinned by these respectful and non-
discriminatory principles. These are outlined in greater detail in our EEO and Cultural Diversity 
Policy.  
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M16 Risk Management Plan 

 

M16 Artspace is a small, volunteer arts organisation that also operates as an arts business.  
M16 employs a core number of staff, has a volunteer Board and has individual members or 
tenants who lease M16 premises to produce art works. This model has inherent risks, arising 
from the financial, physical, legal, ethical, and political circumstances of M16’s structure and 
operations. M16’s approach to risk management is based on Standards Australia AS/NZS ISO 
31000:2009 Risk Management. In this Risk Management Plan, M16 identifies its key risks and 
develops strategies to manage or treat them, in order to maximise opportunities whilst 
minimising the impact of adverse events. 

 

Risk Item Likelihood  Consequences Level of 
Risk 

Actions required Monitoring  

Changes to ACT 
Government 
support  

Possible Major High Regular engagement with 
Minister and ACTPG; 
Promotion of benefits of 
M16 community activities to 
Minister; 
Focus on building corporate 
sponsorship. 

Executive 
Director and 
Board 

Failure of 
marketing plan 
to attract new 
sponsors and 
raise funds 

Possible Moderate Moderat
e 

Increased  focus on 
fundraising and  approaching 
sponsors 
.  

Chair of Board 
and marketing  
sub committee 

Maintaining and 
building profile 
of M16 with 
arts community 
and corporate 
sector 

Possible Moderate Moderat
e 

M16 provides:  
skills and resources to 
enhance exhibiting artist's 
expertise to exhibit a 
professionally installed 
exhibition; 
development of an active 
web presence enabling M16 
tenants to reach wider visual 
arts markets; 
dedicated facilities for 
community art making and 
development; and daily 
art classes for all ages and 
abilities. 

Staff responsible 
for events 
management 
and related 
Board sub 
committee 
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Compliance 
with the Work 
Health and 
Safety Act 2011 
(WHS Act). 

Rare Minor Low Ensure that M16 
tenants/contractors are 
aware of WHS obligations; 
Ensure that they support 
M16 WHS policies and 
procedures; 
Maintain a Hazards Register 
for tenants; 
Regular review/audit and 
provision of advice on WHS 
matters. 

Executive 
Director 
monitors and 
reports to  
Board 

Duty of care to 
employees and 
volunteers 

Possible Moderate Moderat
e 

Information on incidents is 
collected and effective 
systems are in place and 
working to ensure the health 
and safety of employees and 
volunteers, including contact 
with local police where 
needed. 

Board monitors 
on an ‘as needs’ 
basis and takes 
appropriate 
action 
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Ancillary Policies 

M16 has a set of integrated policies which include: M16 Work, Health and Safety Policy; Equity 
and Diversity Policy; and Privacy Policy. 

 

M16 Work, Health and Safety Policy 

M16 Artspace is a non-profit organisation providing visual arts infrastructure and development 
opportunities to artists, arts organisations and the community.  M16 houses twenty-seven 
artist studios, three galleries and five workshop spaces. It is an undertaking or PCBU under the 
Work Health and Safety (WHS Act) 2011.  The Board and management team in collaboration 
with M16 tenants (members) aim to provide a safe work environment for all its members, 
workers, service providers and the public by ensuring that effective procedures and processes 
are in place to meet this commitment. 

As a community of artists we have a strong practical commitment to effective coordination, 
cooperation and consultation on Work Health and Safety with the businesses, groups and 
individuals affected by our activities.  

We have developed processes and procedures to ensure all those who work at M16 Artspace 
are compliant and that all those who visit or exhibit at M16 have access to WH&S information 
and the requisite resources required to be compliant.  

M16 will seek specialist advice where required and appropriate.  

Our aim is to provide an incident free, safe and healthy work and display environment.  In 
striving for that aim we believe that:  

▪the risk of negatively impacting incidents can be minimized if not prevented; and  

▪no task is so important that risk of injury to people or damage to the environment is 
justified. 

Detailed ancillary documentation is available for the reference of funding bodies upon request.  
Copies for Board, staff and tenants are held in the M16 offices. Induction, Information and 
Familiarisation sessions are held annually and information updates are disseminated promptly 
across the organisation by the designated WHS officer under the responsibility of the Executive 
Director. 

To achieve our WHS aim we constantly review and improve our systems.  If there is an incident 
or hazard identified we commit to its investigation, learning from it and following through until 
we bring about changes.  M16 also engages registered auditors to undertake verification that 
our processes are effective. 

 

Diversity and Community Inclusion Policy 

Organisationally, we value Diversity and Community Inclusion as fundamental to our growth 
and vibrancy as well as to the development of the arts more generally.  This policy is 
implemented through fairness, the provision of equitable opportunities and characterised by 
mutually respectful interaction.  Diversity is a principle and a value, present in all aspects of the 
organisation and its business and requiring our ongoing attention.  It is inherent in all we do 
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from deciding on Board composition and staff composition to designing the exhibition 
program. 

 

The role of the preeminent peoples of Australia, our Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
cultures is both valued and acknowledged.  We seek to not only acknowledge through 
appropriate and respectful protocols but to proactively establish relationships and engage with 
the diversity of our community by building projects and partnerships. 

M16 values a diverse workforce and a diverse artist and exhibitor profile, free from 
discrimination and reflective of the wider ACT arts community. We see diversity as exciting, 
innovative and productive, supporting high quality exhibition programming to equally diverse 
audiences. 

Diversity in M16’s context covers Indigeneity, gender, age, language, ethnicity, cultural 
background, sexual preference and orientation, religious/spiritual belief systems and family 
responsibilities. Diversity also refers to the other ways in which people differ, by virtue of 
educational level, life experience, work experience, socio-economic background, personality 
and relationship status. Workplace diversity involves recognising the value of individual 
differences and managing the opportunities and challenges they present in the workplace. 

The concept of workplace diversity includes the principle of equal employment opportunity 
(EEO). EEO policies address continued disadvantage experienced by particular groups of people 
in the workplace, including women, Aboriginal and Torres Straight Islander peoples, people 
with various impairments and disabilities and those who suffer disadvantage on the basis of 
race or ethnicity. These policies remain an important foundation for our workplace diversity 
policy and are integrated across our practice. 

We aim to: 

▪build positive, supportive environments in our workplaces, galleries and studios; 

▪integrate workforce diversity strategies into our employment and management 
processes; 

▪exemplify diverse arts practices which reflect the artistic interests of the wider 
community; 

▪and ensure equitable practices, eg: in recruitment, exhibition programming, tenancy 
profile and flexible employment conditions. 

 

Workforce diversity priorities 

Workforce planning is a continuous strategic process, which aligns M16’s workforce and 
practices with its organisational objectives. The process involves forecasting the future 
arts/business landscape for M16, forecasting future demands for workforce skills and 
capabilities.  It is governed by non-discriminatory practices. 

 

Community Inclusivity 

This remains a priority attention area for M16. Our annual exhibition and events program 
specifically addresses Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander inclusivity and we continue to build 
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long term relationships and arts partnerships. We monitor the gender balance of exhibitors 
and our tenancy profile and report annually. We actively seek to improve employment and arts 
career development opportunities across all diversity sectors. Our exhibition programming 
includes opportunities for local, national and international artists from diverse cultural 
backgrounds. 

In relation to the diverse abilities, which call for additional resourcing and support, M16 
Artspace is dedicated to ensuring that the arts experiences provided are accessible to all. M16 
offers people with physical or intellectual impairments a dedicated workspace particularly 
through the Hands On Studio.  This workshop offers classes and exhibiting opportunities.  
Hands On Studio members exhibit annually on the same level as others in the M16Artspace 
community.  

 

 

M16 Artspace is accessible to mobility devices such as wheelchairs throughout its three 
galleries and the workshops. All public areas are wheelchair accessible. Ramps give access to 
both the business and visitor entrances. Additionally all our spaces are guide dog friendly. 

Accessible parking is available adjacent to the building. There are dedicated toilet facilities for 
visitors/tenants and clients with disabilities.  

 

Privacy Policy 

M16 Artspace is committed to protecting the privacy of personal information, which the 
organisation collects, holds and administers. Personal information is information, which 
directly or indirectly identifies a person. This Policy provides a framework for M16 Artspace in 
dealing with privacy considerations. 

M16 Artspace recognises the essential right of individuals to have their information 
administered in ways which would be reasonably expected i.e. protected on one hand but 
accessible to them on the other.  Privacy is a core value reflected in and supported by our 
organisational philosophy. We have adopted the following as minimum standards in relation to 
handling personal information. 

M16 Artspace: 

▪collects only information which the organisation requires to provide the best possible 
service to our stakeholders; 

▪ensures that stakeholders are informed as to why we collect the information and how we 
administer the information gathered; 

▪uses and discloses personal information only for our primary functions or a directly 
related purpose, or for another purpose with the person’s consent; 

▪stores personal information securely, protecting it from unauthorised access; and 

▪provides stakeholders with access to their own information, and the right to seek its 
correction. 
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